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ARTS AND LITERATURE
For OnceThen, Something...
Ryan R. Daviesa
Yale University School ofMedicine, New Haven, Connecticut
My third year of medical school, and
I have finally begun my training. I am
slowly learning to be a surgeon. I will
open you up and search through the detri-
tus of sickness, extirpate what is neces-
sary, and leave in my wake a health of my
own creation. There is power in that; a
power that I have already glimpsed.
Reaching out and calmly saying,
"knife." Deliberately moving the scalpel
across the skin and watching the slow rise
of blood a few inches behind the passing
blade. There is nothing so intimate as
opening up a person and looking at her
from the literal inside.
But this act is at once intimate and
completely impersonal. Even as I watch
the heart beat in an open chest, that is all I
see. The lungs move in and out under the
control of a machine: a rhythm too steady
to be human. Sterile blue drapes cover the
hands and the face, and we are operating
only on a heart.
The surgeons move quickly but care-
fully through the operation, as I watch,
learn, and occasionally help by removing
blood from the field or cutting the tiny
sutures they use to hold the new arteries
onto the old ones. Eventually our work is
done, and we close the chest with wires
pulled tight around the sternum. We pull
away the drapes, again revealing the
patient, the man whose life we may have
just saved. And all that remains is a closed
wound running down the center of his
chest.
He is again revealed. A man more
than middle-aged, but less than elderly. A
man with ajob, and friends, and a family.
A man who came to the operating room
this morning with avery real fearofdying.
A fear so strong he was willing to letus cut
him open, stop his heart, repair it, and start
it up again. A man who wanted us to take
that fear away.
That man with his fear and his family
disappeared as we pushed his lungs aside
to see the steadily beating muscle. To these
surgeons the personal and the intimate are
mutually exclusive. We must concentrate
on the job or things get too complicated.
The surgeon refuses to operate on friends,
because it becomes too personal, and he
cannot complete his job. The more we
invade the body, the less we can compre-
hend the man. Like Daedalus, we know by
instinct the perils of getting too close.
In the operating room again: readying
a patient for a heart transplant. I do not
even know this man. I have never met him;
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I go simply to participate in the surgery.
As word comes that the donor heart is
ready and on its way from a neighboring
town, we begin. We drape this man.
Father? Husband? It does not matter, as
the saw cuts through his sternum we have
a job to do. The operation is all that mat-
ters now. He is no longer Harold, or Mr.
Jones, he has become "The Transplant in
O.R. #10."
The parting ofthe lungs reveals a big,
floppy heart. Like a fish caught in the bot-
tom ofa boat, it is making its last pathetic
little flops, vainly trying to surmount a
gunwale far too high. It must be removed.
The surgeon cuts this old dying organ out,
leaving only the empty tubes of arteries
and veins waiting for a new pump.
Another surgeon enters the room carrying
the new heart, and I soon realize that there
is no longer any room for me at the oper-
ating table. So I remove my gown and my
gloves and go to the head of the patient,
behind the anesthesiologists' drape to
watch the technical aspects ofthe case.
The heart is placed into the chest, and
three surgeons begin to fill in the hole.
With a constant eye on the clock, they use
a scalpel to sculpt the arteries and veins to
fit with this new muscle. Their hands and
instruments move in and out of the chest
holding tiny sutures capped by needles
three millimeters long. They leave behind
a long, thin railroad track of blue sutures
holding the new heart in. It is fascinating
surgery.
Then, for a split second, I move my
eyes from the chest to my side ofthe drape
and I see the top of this man's head. His
sparse white hair is out of place. His eyes
taped shut, he could almost be asleep.
Except that on the other side, his rib cage
is held open and six hands are inside it try-
ing to put him back together again. His
heart does not beat, instead a large
machine off to the side of the table circu-
lates his blood. But for all that, his face is
right here. Wrinkled, loose skin falling
away from his eyes.
Who is behind those eyes? I have
never met this man, but I feel for him. It is
not sadness orjoy; it is perhaps a little bit
of both. It is power and passion. It is-
oddly enough, in this place of human
ingenuity and hard science - the feeling
that I am close to ... dare I say it, god.
Not necessarily the God of churches
and religions (although maybe, if that is
how you choose to conceptualize it), I
choose a simpler idea. I feel close to
something bigger than myself. I have wit-
nessed the incredible.
I have seen the twin miracles of
humanity. Here is the human body
revealed, naked under our hands. Here is
the bfood and the pump that moves it.
Here are the lungs, the bellows of life
grabbing fuel from the air. This body that
we mistreat and bemoan, a more powerful
machine has never been. But here in his
face there is also a soul, something more
than the beating heart and the inflating
lungs. A life made of love and hate and
wishes and disappointments. I see them
separately and together-the meeting ofthe
physical and the ethereal.
Annie Dillard writes, "We wake, if
we ever wake at all, to mystery, rumors of
death, beauty, violence." I have woken to
the violence ofrecreating a person's heart,
to the beauty of a soul prolonged.
As I look back across the drape to his
chest, I realize that I have not fallen like
Icarus. I move back to the surgery with a
sense that something beautiful is happen-
ing. I have woken from the sleep of the
jaded, the sleep of the technicians, and I
do not want to drift back again.
Months later, that sense lingers at the
edge of consciousness every time I enter
the operating room. Each day I witness
something that few people get to see, and
that fewer still will understand.
A young woman with intractable
epilepsy has come to have her brain cut
apart in the hope that something good will
come ofit. We drill burr-holes through her
skull and then take a saw to remove a
chunk of bone. The thickness of the hard
covering attests that we should not be
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We take the skull anyway. Below is
revealed this young woman's brain. A
jelly- like mass crisscrossed with a hyp-
notic pattern of arteries and veins. The
peach colored mass ebbs and flows, slow-
ly swelling with each heartbeat.
Then delicately, with a tiny hook,
they begin to severe the connections
between different parts of the brain. This
is her last hope, that we can stop the terri-
ble spread of each epileptic seizure with-
out destroying the function of her brain.
The surgeon works under a microscope.
Still the scale is all wrong: like taking a
chainsaw to a rug and hoping to only cut
the threads that go left-to-right.
Maybe it will work, maybe it won't.
Again the feeling returns. We are touching
things, cutting things we barely under-
stand. We are not the miracle, we are only
tinkering with it.
Therein lies the power ofbeing a sur-
geon. It is not ourpower, it is the power of
the body. I am caught in these thoughts
that might make a more experienced sur-
geon laugh. I am innocent and naive. But
through the long years oftraining ahead of
me, I do not want to become jaded and
forget the violence and the beauty and the
body and the soul. I do not want to forget
that our talent and our skill are insignifi-
cant compared with the machines we
repair.
We are merely tinkering with the mir-
acles that have come before.